
Licious

Documenting opportunities within a product-

User opportunities :

1. People might order for someone else living in a different region/city. That is
not possible since there is no option to set the location as anything other than
the user’s location which is automatically detected.

2. There are many users who want to know if the so-called fresh cut chicken/fish
is indeed freshly procured following the best practices. A sof now, there is no
visual or any confirmation to remove any skepticism from their minds.

3. People want to know the entire supply chain from farm to fork for authenticity.
4. At present, there is no provision for custom cut pieces and assortment. Only a

predefined quantity is present.

Product opportunities :

5. People often forget to order products that they consume on a regular basis. In
that case, there should be a provision where users can pay upfront for the
next “n” days with “x” days of gaps in between and get products delivered at
their preferred time on a regular basis without having to order on a regular
basis.

6. There should be a way to automatically detect the current location or the
freedom to move the pin location on the map so as to make sure that the
exact address is noted for a seamless delivery.

Business opportunities :

7. With so much emphasis on farm fresh produce and healthy food, there is an
untapped market where they can introduce organic/farm fresh spices, oils etc
that are required.

8. Different categories of farm fresh produce can be delivered so as to ensure
that a larger audience with an average buying capacity can also purchase.
These different categories are going to be determined by the difference in
nutrient levels.
Seasonal and local deals can be introduced.



Prioritizing opportunities-

Reach Impact Confidence Effort Score

1 7 8 8 5 89.6

2 10 9 6 10 54

3 9 8 7 9 56

4 8 7 7 7 56

5 8 8 7 7 64

6 7 9 8 8 63

7 9 9 7 9 63

8 9 8 8 6 101

9 7 7 8 6 56

8, 1, 5,6,7 will be my top priorities.

Ideating Solutions for 8, 5-

8. Different categories of farm fresh produce can be delivered so as to ensure that a
larger audience with an average buying capacity can also purchase. These different
categories are going to be determined by the difference in nutrient levels.

Solution 1 : Adding nutrient tags/ labels depending on the nutrient level of the
produce will affect the price associated with it. Labels like “chicken lite’’ with reduced
nutrient levels will appeal to frequent purchasers who are looking for a moderate buy.
Those who are occasional intakers have a higher chance of consuming the more
nutrient rich, high priced one.

Solution 2 : Farm specific - The price of produce can be varied according to the
farm from where it has been procured based on various factors like farm size, farm



occupancy : # of workers, quality of farm in terms of hygiene, etc. Different qualities
can be attributed to these farm types and accordingly the pricing will vary.

Solution 3 : Distance from farm to home will decide the price. Greater the distance,
the more will be the charges.

Prioritising solutions :

Solutions Reach Impact Confidence Effort Priority

1 8 8 7 7 1

2 6 7 7 9 2

3 6 7 6 10 3

5. People often forget to order products that they consume on a regular basis. In that
case, there should be a provision where users can pay upfront for the next “n” days
with “x” days of gaps in between and get products delivered at their preferred time on
a regular basis without having to order on a regular basis.

Solution 1 : A provision where a frequent user can pre order periodically for multiple
products with multiple different start and end dates, frequency and start/stop
subscription. He/she will be able to edit time slots too.

Solution 2 : A section called your previous / frequency buys by period(=days,
weeks, months, custom range)

Solution 3 : Send push, in-apps, emails, whatsapp notifications with promotion of
frequent purchases.

Prioritising solutions :

Solutions Reach Impact Confidence Effort Priority

1 9 9 9 7 1

2 9 8 7 9 2

3 10 6 7 9 3



Among these 2 prioritised solutions to the 2 problems, we will further prioritise the
first solution to the second problem over the others since one of the assumed
objective is to increase retention over customer acquisition.

—------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PRD :

Daily Subscription Model

The problem :

What is the daily subscription model?

A daily subscription model in e-commerce is one where users can pay upfront for
the next “n” days with “x” days of gaps in between and get products delivered at their
preferred time slots. This is a one time process where users need not purchase
those items that are purchased on a regular basis and rather have to perform the
checkout procedure once. This is needed especially for those users who frequently
need to purchase the same item (like milk) on a regular basis to avoid the repeated
hassle of ordering items.

Why build this feature?

Usage : After tracking and observing the purchase history of a cohort of users who
ordered the same items on a frequent basis, we realised an untapped opportunity
where we could ease the repeated cycle of checking out and also retain the
customer for an assured period of time. The cohort size is substantial with almost
40% of the MAUs making repeat purchases of previously ordered items on a
frequent basis.

Request/ Demand : Looking at other e-commerce players who have this subscription
model: in particular– BigBasket Daily, we have analysed that almost 60-65% of the
BigBasket users transact on BigBasket Daily for perishable items. Drawing an
analogy based on one such app may be decisive in hindsight, but we can validate
the hypothesis - that users prefer subscription based models for perishable and
frequently ordered items.



Why is it important to our users and business?

From the user’s perspective, it would decrease any friction that is caused due to
multiple checkouts and decrease the cognitive load by making sure the user doesn’t
have to remember to buy an item everyday at a particular hour.

From a business’ perspective, it would help increase the customer lifetime value and
in the process give us a larger window to provide value to our users. This would
mean increased engagement with us as a service and not necessarily with the
physical app. As we will be trying to subtly change their purchase habit, it would help
our retention figures too. In time, the new habit of adopting the subscription system
will cultivate and our retention numbers will improve.

What else have been tried here previously?

We have tried easing the process for those users who have ordered previously
bought items or high frequency items regularly by assigning a separate section in the
homepage of the app in the first/second scroll of the app for a quick navigation.
While that helps decrease the steps involved in discovery, it doesn’t solve the
problem of multiple checkouts.

The user :

Who are we building this feature for?

We are building this feature for all users in general with particular focus on returning
users and the cohort of users that purchase previously bought items / high frequency
items on a regular basis.

Main user stories

→ As a user, I’d like to purchase frequently bought items with my least intervention.
→ As a user, I’d like hassle free payment of items that are purchased on a daily
basis.
→ As a user, I’d like to have flexibility in delivery options available.

Goals of this feature

→ Ease the discovery and checkout process of purchasing frequently ordered items
on a daily basis.

Success metrics



→ Increase in # of returning users
→ Decrease in drop off in payment funnel

Solution :

Daily Subscription Model : users can subscribe to the services by choosing products
under the subscribe menu. Frequency (= interval at which user wants to receive the
subscribed products) has to be set along with preferred time slot and date range. For
payment, there is a wallet that has to be recharged on a prepaid basis.

Feature Requirement :

Requirement Priority Phase Status

Show subscribe button adjacent to
buy once button that lets user
subscribe a product from product
detail page by taking him to the add
subscription details page

Must have 1 Yet to start

Provision for custom start date and
end date of subscription period

Must have 1 Yet to start

Provision for time period input - next
3 days, 1 week, 1 month etc

Must have 1 Yet to start

Set frequency/interval at which user
wants to subscribe for

Must have 1 Yet to start

Add money to wallet for prepaid
purchase

Must have 1 Yet to start

Add alert for insufficient/low wallet
amount

Could have 3 Yet to start

Add functionality for pause/cancel
subscription

Must have 1 Yet to start

Add subscribe button shortcut in
homepage component tilted
“Frequently bought items”

Could have 3 Yet to start

View all subscriptions where user can
view past records/history of all
subscriptions

Should have 2 Yet to start



Activate subscription- Renew a
subscription

Could have 3 Yet to start

Select time slot - where users can
select a fixed delivery time slot

Must have 1 Yet to start

Edit subscription before a threshold
time limit where users can
add/remove/change order items and
time slots and frequency.

Should have 2 Yet to start

Show active subscriptions Must have 1 Yet to start

Show subscribe button in cart page Could have 3 Yet to start

User flow :

How do we educate customers about this feature?

Hooks → Guided tooltips for users who haven’t clicked on “Proceed to subscribe”.
→ In app notification and video to introduce the feature



Risks :

1. Decreased  average # of sessions per user
2. Decreased average time spent on app per user
3. Discovery of new products will be limited as since subscription will bias users

to order previously bought items

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wireframes —(Sample wireframes not shown)

Walkthrough for designers :

1. The user should be able to focus on the CTAs on the screen without being
distracted. This will help them remember the actionable steps later when they
are using the app unassisted.

2. The user should be aware of the progress made in the subscription process
so that they know how many steps they’ve completed/ are yet to complete.
This will provide them with a clear end-point.

Walkthrough for engineers :

1. The user should be able to identify and rectify input errors with the help of
suggestive information provided by the app.

2. If the user chooses to exit the subscription process at any point earlier than
the intended end of the subscription process, they should be provided with
consistent app screen states so that they can both identify and execute their
next goals in the app

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


